CloverBook Pro

Specifications:
 Screen Size: 12.5” FHD (1080p) matte touchscreen with 1920*1080 resolution
 Camera & Magnification: Ultra HD 4K auto-focus camera with 3840*2160 video
resolution and 1-60x magnification
 Additional discreet, fold out camera for distance or self-viewing from 1-18x
 Live panning – explore live, zoomed imaged without moving the device
 Use tactile controls or touchscreen
 Fold-out, integrated stand provides a proper angle for reading and writing
 Contrast: 16 high-contrast color modes & color photo mode
 Scan & Read a full letter-sized page with OCR/TTS
 Can connect to a TV for larger viewing
 Split-screen capable to utilize distance and table view at the same time, on the
same screen and with the optional screen.
 Storage: Image storage and playback of approx. 4GB
 Weight: 5.3lbs w/ battery
 14.89” x 10.32” x 1.58” when folded; 14.89” x 10.32” x 10.16” set up
 Battery: Detachable, rechargeable battery with 3 to 5 hours of continuous use
and 3 hours to recharge.
 Supported languages such as English, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish.
Try CloverBook Pro today and get all the power and features of a desktop CCTV with
speech; in a much lighter, portable and more affordable package.

The CloverBook Pro boasts unique features like a user-replaceable battery and very
discreet additional camera that folds out for distance and self-viewing. With
CloverBook Pro, you even have the option for split-screen, so you can view notes on
your desk and see a presenter/instructor at the same time. Add the additional screen,
and you can view both cameras on separate 12.5-inch screens, simultaneously. If you
want to hear your document read aloud, press the “T” button on the front of
CloverBook to scan any text in view or enter the scan mode and scan the entire
letter-sized page at once.
Perfect for students and professionals who need to read documents and write at
their desk, while also viewing an instructor/presenter, the CloverBook Pro’s portable
design makes it easy to move between class, work and home.
While at home, the CloverBook Pro makes an ideal partner for reading. When you’re
not using it, you can quickly fold it down and put it away. And when you head away
on vacation, CloverBook Pro packs up easily in a case to come along for the ride.

Compare CloverBook Models
12.5” Touchscreen
Long, 5-Hour Battery Life
Foldable, Portable Design
Protective Carrying Case
Distance Camera
Text-to-Speech OCR
Connects to External Screen
Split-Screen View
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CloverBook LITE: $1,895 + 2.25% Medical Tax + $45 Shipping
CloverBook Plus: $2,295 + 2.25% Medical Tax + $45 Shipping
CloverBook Pro: $2995 + 2.25% Medical Tax + $45 Shipping
Optional with Pro: $349 - 12.5” CloverView Attachable Screen
Extended Warranty: 1 Year - $299; 2 Years - $569; 3 Years - $849
Call 847-510-2066 for questions. Order by calling
800-919-3375 or go online to www.lighthousetoolsforliving.com

